
Power and Wealth
Chapter 453 – Buying a Porsche!

Qu Yunxuan still cannot get over this surprise!

The next morning, Qu Yunxuan turned under the blanket with one hand covering her
butt. Dong Xuebing also woke up and reached over to hug her. Both were overjoyed
last night, and Dong Xuebing went through Aunt Xuan’s backdoor again. He is more
experienced this time and lasted much longer.

“You even brought lubricant with you?! You have come prepared to bully me, right?”

“Huh? It had happened, and it’s over. You cannot settle the score now.”

“You are always making me angry!” Qu Yunxuan scolded, but her hands are still
stroking Dong Xuebing’s hair gently. “Your hair is long. It’s time for you to get a
haircut.”

“Don’t care about my hair. Let’s talk about our lottery winnings. Do you know how
much we have won?”

“The winning amount is out now? It is still early.”

“It should be out. If we cannot see it on the internet, we can call them.”

Dong Xuebing passed the phone to Qu Yunxuan and started stroking her legs and body
while she calls.

“Stop it.” Qu Yunxuan pushes his hands away and said. “Hello, is this Fu Li Lottery?”

A few minutes later, the conversation ended.

After hanging up, Qu Yunxuan hugged Dong Xuebing and kissed his forehead. “You
idiot! Why are you always so lucky? Do you know how many winning bets for the top
prize are there? 117 bets! Putting that 17 bets and other prizes aside, our 100 bets have
almost won all of their prize pool! It should be around 200 million RMB, and we will
be getting 150 million after taxes!”
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150 million?

With the auction company’s assets, Dong Xuebing has around 200 million RMB!

Dong Xuebing is ecstatic. “Praise me… Quick… Praise me…”

“Stop it!” Qu Yunxuan laughed and poked his head. “You are getting too full of
yourself.” Their total assets had crossed 200 million RMB, and no words can describe
her feelings.

As they are fooling around, the whole of China is in an uproar!

Many newspapers had reported about this Double-color balls’ draw, and almost all
netizens are talking about this!

This is a major event for the Double-color ball lottery!

One hundred bets on the top prize and it is still from the same person! How can
anyone be so lucky?

Fu Li Lottery traced the winning tickets to an outlet near Di Tang Garden, and it’s a
young man with a Beijing accent who had bought the tickets. He had come to the
outlet around five minutes before 8 pm and had bought four to five different sets of
numbers with 100 bets each. One of the sets of numbers turns out to be the winning
numbers!

Many people are talking about this on the internet.

“I will buy my tickets at the last minute in the future!”

“This must be rigged!”

“100 bets! How come I am not so lucky?”

“200 million prize money… damn!”

“It’s so unfair! How come it is always others who get all the luck?”

Someone from Zhejiang had won the top prize with 100 bets in the past, and his
winnings are much higher than this draw. As this is not the first time someone winning
the top prize with 100 bets, it is not considered a big issue.

Morning.



Dong Xuebing, who has become the talk of the town again, and is strolling with Qu
Yunxuan in a nearby park. They overheard people discussing the Double-color ball
lottery.

“Have you heard about yesterday’s lottery draw?”

“I know. That guy’s luck is too good.”

Only Dong Xuebing knows he had won, not because of good luck. He whispered to
Qu Yunxuan. “Aunt Xuan, the Commission for Discipline Inspection, had found out I
had won the PK 10 lottery when they investigated me. I am afraid others might gossip
about me if I win the lottery again. Can you go and claim the winnings for me? Just
invest all the winnings into our company will do.” He knows he must not stand out
again.

Qu Yunxuan nodded and laughed. “It’s 200 million. Our company will reach another
level with the winnings.”

“It’s more than another level. I think we can even get listed.”

“It is not easy to get listed, and we should take a step at a time.” Qu Yunxuan tightens
her grip on Dong Xuebing’s hand. “You have made another significant contribution to
our family. We can never finish all our money in our lifetime. Hmm… I think I should
buy some new clothes for you. How about I get you a tailored Italian suit?” Every time
they made some money, they will buy something to reward themselves. It has become
their habit.

“Clothes don’t matter. I am thinking of getting a new car.”

“You don’t like that Mercedes?”

After getting so much money, Dong Xuebing felt he should change the car. “It’s fine if
I am driving it in Beijing. But the road conditions are not good in our County, and it’s
hard to drive in the villages. I am thinking of changing to an SUV. What do you think
of Q7 or Cruiser?”

Qu Yunxuan thought for a while. “Change it. Anyway, it’s time for our company to
expand. Other than my Mercedes, our company does not have any good cars. The
company can use your Mercedes. But the registration plate is slightly troublesome.
After getting a new car, we still must transfer the registration plate. Let’s go to the 4S
showroom.”

“Ok.”



On the way to the car, Qu Yunxuan asked. “Should we get you a car worth more than
10 million RMB?”

“Sigh… can you let me off?” Dong Xuebing quickly waved his hand. “I almost got
into trouble when I drove the Mercedes. A 10 million RMB car?! Are you trying to kill
me?”

Qu Yunxuan laughed. “Then let’s get the top version of Q7. No… the top Q7 version
is diesel, and it’s hard to find diesel nowadays. You might not find diesel at your
County.”

“Let’s look at the cars first.”

When they reached the showroom, Dong Xuebing immediately notice and like a
beautiful SUV. It is a Porsche SUV, and it is the latest model, Cayenne. The black
body is streamlined and looks sexy and majestic. After asking the price, the top-tier
Cayenne-Turbo 4.8L cost slightly above 2 million RMB. The whole package is around
2.5 million.

“Aunt Xuan, what do you think of this car?”

“Cayenne? Not bad. But I thought you are afraid it will affect your reputation? Will it
be too outstanding?”

“This is not a sportscar. I think it should be fine.”

“Haha… Just get it if you like it. What color do you want? Orange? Black? Blue?
What about the interior?”

Dong Xuebing likes this Porsche, and he decided. “I want the top-tier black model!”

Dong Xuebing spent 2.5 million RMB just like this.
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